The Venetian Art Gallery is situated directly on the shore of the Grand Canal. If travelling by boat you are able to sail right into the main public entrance and alight on the curved steps. This space will facilitate the high numbers expected to visit the gallery.

The stairs leading from the canal can double as seats for the regular movie viewings from the floating cinema. This is a great way to spend the evening.

Once you have alighted from your boat, you may proceed to the service desk where tickets can be purchased and information about upcoming shows can be obtained.

Also, on this level, is a book/souvenir shop as well as a cafe. Patrons may sit outside on the paved terrace or move over to the large sculpture park where tables are also located.

The ramp or lift may then be taken to the first, second or third floors. The first floor showcases the permanent exhibition, whilst the second and third floor are used for temporary exhibitions.

The third floor can also be hired as a function room. The views of the canal from the glass floors and walls is spectacular.

The design of the building allows the staff and service areas of the gallery to remain out of view of the visiting public. This maintains a more pleasant viewing environment as well as ensuring that artwork is stored and installed with minimal effort ensuring artwork and staff are safe.

The gallery also has documentation and restoration facilities which allows many tasks normally outsourced to be done in house.

The rear of the gallery also has boat access, with delivery boats able to dock under cover and unload. This also ensures the art is handled in the safest environment.
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